Functional analysis of the promoter and chromosomal localization for human LEP503, a novel lens epithelium gene.
LEP503 is a novel gene product isolated from lens epithelial cells by a subtractive cDNA cloning strategy. It is highly conserved in different vertebrate species and developmentally regulated in postnatal rat lens, suggesting that LEP503 may be an important lens epithelium gene involved in the processes of lens epithelial cell differentiation. The expression of LEP503 is highly restricted to lens epithelial cells in vivo. To investigate the molecular mechanisms regulating the promoter of the human LEP503, we cloned and characterized the promoter of the human LEP503 gene. The transcription start site was localized to a nucleotide C 22 base pairs (bp) 5' of the initiation methionine codon. By reporter gene transfection experiments, we found that approximately 2.5-kb of LEP503 5'-flanking sequence directed high level luciferase activity in human lens epithelial cells; further deletion analysis revealed positive regulatory element between bp -401 and +22. Mutation analysis in each of the seven potential binding sites for transcription factors within the region between -401 and +22 showed that the AP-1 element at -131 and the Sp1 element at -48 are the most important sites for the tissue-specific expression of LEP503. Consistent with lens epithelial cell-restricted expression of LEP503 mRNA, we found that the approximately 2.5-kb 5'-flanking sequence directed high-level promoter activity in lens epithelial cells but not in other cell types. Understanding the LEP503 promoter will allow us to investigate lens epithelial cell-specific gene regulation and to uncover methods for targeting gene delivery specifically to lens epithelial cells. The LEP503 gene is mapped to human chromosome 1q22, the same location to which zonular pulverulent cataract was previously mapped.